
 

Mysterious holes in Antarctic sea ice
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The hole in the sea ice offshore of the Antarctic coast as seen by a NASA
satellite on Sept. 25, 2017. Credit: NASA

The winter ice on the surface of Antarctica's Weddell Sea occasionally
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forms an enormous hole. A hole that appeared in 2016 and 2017 drew
intense curiosity from scientists and reporters. Though even bigger gaps
had formed decades before, this was the first time oceanographers had a
chance to truly monitor the unexpected gap in Antarctic winter sea ice.

A new study led by the University of Washington combines satellite
images of the sea ice cover, robotic drifters and even seals outfitted with
sensors to better understand the phenomenon. The research explores why
this hole appears in only some years, and what role it could play in the
larger ocean circulation.

The study was published June 10 in the journal Nature.

"We thought this large hole in the sea ice—known as a polynya—was
something that was rare, maybe a process that had gone extinct. But the
events in 2016 and 2017 forced us to reevaluate that," said lead author
Ethan Campbell, a UW doctoral student in oceanography. "Observations
show that the recent polynyas opened from a combination of
factors—one being the unusual ocean conditions, and the other being a
series of very intense storms that swirled over the Weddell Sea with
almost hurricane-force winds."

A "polynya," a Russian word that roughly means "hole in the ice," can
form near shore as wind pushes the ice around. But it can also appear far
from the coast and stick around for weeks to months, where it acts as an
oasis for penguins, whales and seals to pop up and breathe.

This particular spot far from the Antarctic coast often has small
openings and has seen large polynyas before. The biggest known
polynyas at that location were in 1974, 1975 and 1976, just after the first
satellites were launched, when an area the size of New Zealand remained
ice-free through three consecutive Antarctic winters despite air
temperatures far below freezing.
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Steve Riser (second from left) and Ethan Campbell (right) with one of the
SOCCOM monitoring instruments built at the UW and then released in the
Southern Ocean. Credit: University of Washington

Campbell joined the UW as a graduate student in 2016 to better
understand this mysterious phenomenon. In a stroke of scientific luck, a
big one appeared for the first time in decades. A NASA satellite image
in August 2016 drew public attention to a 33,000-square-kilometer
(13,000-square-mile) gap that appeared for three weeks. An even bigger
gap, of 50,000 square kilometers (19,000 square miles) appeared in
September and October of 2017.

The Southern Ocean is thought to play a key role in global ocean
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currents and carbon cycles, but its behavior is poorly understood. It hosts
some of the fiercest storms on the planet, with winds whipping
uninterrupted around the continent in the 24-hour darkness of polar
winter. The new study used observations from the Southern Ocean
Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling project, or SOCCOM,
which puts out instruments that drift with the currents to monitor
Antarctic conditions.

The study also used data from the long-running Argo ocean observing
program, elephant seals that beam data back to shore, weather stations
and decades of satellite images.

"This study shows that this polynya is actually caused by a number of
factors that all have to line up for it to happen," said co-author Stephen
Riser, a UW professor of oceanography. "In any given year you could
have several of these things happen, but unless you get them all, then you
don't get a polynya."

The study shows that when winds surrounding Antarctica draw closer to
shore, they promote stronger upward mixing in the eastern Weddell Sea.
In that region, an underwater mountain known as Maud Rise forces
dense seawater around it and leaves a spinning vortex above. Two
SOCCOM instruments were trapped in the vortex above Maud Rise and
recorded years of observations there.

Analysis shows that when the surface ocean is especially salty, as seen
throughout 2016, strong winter storms can set off an overturning
circulation. Warmer, saltier water from the depths gets churned up to the
surface, where air chills it and makes it denser than the water below. As
that water sinks, relatively warmer deep water of about 1 degree Celsius
(34 F) replaces it, creating a feedback loop where ice can't reform.
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Ocean measurements were also collected by seals swimming under the sea ice
with temporary satellite tags, showing normal water conditions in the years that
did not have large polynyas. Credit: Dan Costa/University of California, Santa
Cruz

Under climate change, fresh water from melting glaciers and other
sources will make the Southern Ocean's surface layer less dense, which
might mean fewer polynyas in the future. But the new study questions
that assumption. Many models show that the winds circling Antarctica
will become stronger and draw closer to the coast—the new paper
suggests this would encourage more polynyas to form, not fewer.

These are the first observations to prove that even a smaller polynya like
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the one in 2016 moves water from the surface all the way to the deep
ocean.

"Essentially it's a flipping over of the entire ocean, rather than an
injection of surface water on a one-way trip from the surface to the
deep," said co-author Earle Wilson, who recently completed his
doctorate in oceanography at the UW.

One way that a surface polynya matters for the climate is for the deepest
water in the oceans, known as Antarctic Bottom Water. This cold, dense
water lurks below all the other water. Where and how it's created affects
its characteristics, and would have ripple effects on other major ocean
currents.

"Right now people think most of the bottom water is forming on the
Antarctic shelf, but these big offshore polynyas might have been more
common in the past," Riser said. "We need to improve our models so we
can study this process, which could have larger-scale climate
implications."

Large and long-lasting polynyas can also affect the atmosphere, because
deep water contains carbon from lifeforms that have sunk over centuries
and dissolved on their way down. Once this water reaches the surface
that carbon could be released.

"This deep reservoir of carbon has been locked away for hundreds of
years, and in a polynya it might get ventilated at the surface through this
really violent mixing," Campbell said. "A large carbon outgassing event
could really whack the climate system if it happened multiple years in a
row."

  More information: Antarctic offshore polynyas linked to Southern
Hemisphere climate anomalies, Nature (2019). DOI:
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